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An effort was made to s
the Boston Symphony Orc
Victor Herbert, the'well-known violoncello soloist,
has been elected conductor of the Gilmore Band. The
present conductor, Mr. Reeves, returns to Providence,
R. I.
Vladimir de Packmans, the piano virtuoso, played at
Worcester September 28th, New York October 17th,
24th, and 81st, Philadelphia October 20ch and 23d, and
Boston October 18th, 25th, and November 2d.
The Rev. H. R. Haweis, author of “Music and
Morals,” “My Musical Memories,” and other works,
lectured at Drexel Institute, in Philadelphia, on “ Music
and Morals,” October 20th.
The well-known pianist, Fanny Bloomfield Zeisler,
has gone to Europe for a concert tour.
The Boston Symphony Orchestra under its new direc¬
tor, Emil Paur, gives twenty-nine concerts in Bostpn,
five in New York and Philadelphia.
A national chores, to be known as the National
Festival and Oratorio Society, is to be formed in. Wash¬
ington, D. C. It will number 1000 voices.
A most important recent musical event is the organ
recitals given in varions cities by the great French
organist, M. Alexander Guilmant. HiB organ playing is
a revelation of the possibilities of the instrument. An
effort is toT be made to secure his return next year.
The great acoustician, Helmholtz, has arrived in this
country in connection with scientific matters.
It is again rumored that Joseffy will tour this season.
It is to be hoped this great pianist will give the public
ah opportunity to hear him.
The New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
Anton Seidl, gives six concerts in that city.
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meant to be kindly said. But in nearly every case there is hope for
all talented and deserving pupils who really want and must have s
good musical education. It is, get some Mend to loan yon the
money, and to loan enough to give you a really superior education,
; one so thorough that you can' compete with teachers of the firstclass, and so, eventually, command large prices for your services.
Then you can soon earn the money to pay back what you have bor¬
rowed. This course will have made bo fine a musician of yon as to
make your services in demand at a price that will make life worth
living, when you consider that you are doing something to benefit
mankind, instead of teaching by sufferance, and perhaps doing
more harm than good, and defrauding, in reality, your patrons.
C.W. L.

,

B. M. P.—If your patrons neglect to have their pianos toned,
“labor” with them, show how It la false economy to neglect the
instrument, that pianos are supposed to give forth pleasant music,
and that this is Impossible when the piano Is badly out of tune.
That for the good of the instrument it must be tuned two or three
times a year.. Exert yourself to get up a club of instruments for
some good tuner, and thus give your pupils the benefit of instru¬
ments that ar£jin tune for their practice. Teachers should Interest
themselves more in this matter.
C. W. L.
J. O. Y.—1. The old masters did not compose music that takes the
highest and lowest keys of the modern piano. However, some of
their music, which was originally composed for string and orchestra,
^as been arranged’for piano playing. In these arrangements the
full compass of the modern piano is sometimes utilized.
2. An intelligent expression never sacrifices the dignity of sacred
music. It is perfectly correct to. employ shading from pp to ff when
the sentiment of the words and music demand it. Sentimental and
overdrawn expression is always out of place and amateurish, and
that in any kind of music.
8. Pupils, lazjj energetic, or otherwise, should never have aching
wrists, hands, or fingers from piano practice. Give the pupil several
months of practice on the first three exercises in Mason’s “Touch
and Technic,” VoL I, following the explicit directions in the pre¬
ceding pages of letter-press. Before beginning each measure the
pupil must let loose, so to speak, every nerve, tendon, and mus. cle. This looseness Is controlled by the feeling of ease and repose
rather than by effort of will. The teacher must take a gentle hold
of all of the pupil’s fingers occasionally to see if there is complete
devitalizing, letting go, absence of all effort, and tension. Get the
edition of 1892, the last edition for full directions regarding de¬
vitalization of stiff hands.
C. W. L.
. B.—A turn may have both its upper and lower auxiliary tones a
whole beep from the principal tone; it may also,have both auxili¬
aries at half step intervals from the principal tone. The.aaual
rule, however, and especially In modern music, is that where no
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A GAME FOE EVERY MUSIC STUDENT.
PRICE SB GTS., POSTPAID.
—-.r—

The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
any number of players. The objeot of the game is to
impress on the mind of the players the important events
in the lives of-48 composers and musicians.
Address Publisher,

THE0DOBE PBESSER,
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER.

Album of Instructive Pieces
PIANOFORTE.
PRICE $1.00.
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER.
There are few really good collections of easy in¬
structive music. This album will be welcome as
supplying a need with most teachers. They are
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All
are closely Angered and edited. We consider that
the collection cannot be excelled for formative
pieces.
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Musical Instruments
In Philadelphia.
We are now
Offering
Rare Bargains
In Every Department.
Metronomes way below
Usual Prices.
?
Send for Catalogues.
Special Prices to Teachers, etc.
Mention The Etude.

F. H. GRIFFITH & CO.,
1229 and 1231 tihestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(1684-1765).
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PIANOS.
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools
. and Colleges In 1891.
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By W. F, GATES.

170 AUTHORS IM 000 QU0WFI0NS.

VIOLIN HOUSE OF

Landon’s Reed Organ Method,
Price $1.50.

By CHAS. W. LANDON.

Foreign Fingering.

' This Method is something entirely new. Every piece
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given
the pnpil as to the best way of practicing and learning it.
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected
featare). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated.

Send for a 8ample Copy,

.THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
17(^8 Chestnut St** Philadelphia, Pa.
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7. Yalsette.
40
8. Historiette...
.40
9. Doll’s Waltz.
.40
10. Little Ballade.40
11. Melody-...
.40
12. Ennui Yalse...
40
13. Spring Song.,....—.. .40
14. Marche Triomphale. .40
15. Fairy Tale.* .40
16. Yalse Bococco...40 ■
17. Bock Me to Sleep... .40
18. Tarantelle.
40
19. Little Theme.
40
20. Yalse Graciense...
.40
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grace and ease of the other, but whdn he has finished
you are convinced by his thought. His intellect has
shattered illusion, and his mind has forced conviction.
With dramatic artists how is it ? What greater praise
could be accorded an artist than that which I heard
ascribed to Madame Dus6—“ She does not act Camille ;
she is Camille.” What was it left such an impression
on a refined and competent critic? Simply that her
artistic intellect made it possible for her to so thoroughly
comprehend the author's creation that she could anni¬
hilate herself in becoming, for the time being, that
creation. Carry the analogy to pianists. We hear two
persons play the same work. With one it is simply a
succession of sounds beautifully arranged and having
some of the requisites of music, possibly even time and
correct “ tune.” With the other it becomes in addition
a real, living, breathing being. You feel that beneath
and beyond the tones of the music there is the language
of a human soul, with all of its entreaties, yearnings,
hopes, joys, and fears. What makes the difference ?
Why do the fugues of Bach prove so delightful to welleducated musicians and so dull and dreary to the
“crowd”? Wh^t makes the nocturnes and all the
music of Chopin impress you with a feeling of unrest
and melancholy? What makes every page of Schumann
bo full of vivid interest?
Why had you rather hear
Thomas’s Orchestra play a Beethoven’s symphony than
hear an “ automatic organ ” grind out the overture to
“ William Tell ” ? The organ and the phonograph play
in time and in tune, but the difference everywhere iB
juBt in one word, Intellect. If we can learn to be
original and logical thinkers, and make our thoughts
bear upon and influence our playing, we can become sue-.
cesBful pianists. We must always believe in the “sur^
vival of the fittest,” and in the fact that real merit will
eventually, prevail; but so long as we simply follow the
ordinary course that is already filled with the greatest
artists, we can never hope to be taken up above our
present condition and placed in the galaxy of fame.
The technical and emotional attainments must be
above reproach, but to be able to outstrip our rivals and
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to lessen the monotony of the usual and necessary scale practice.
;
William Mason.

Prom VM. H. SHERWOOD, the Eminent Pianist

contrasts,” it is, then, musical pra
exercises and scales with graded
a variety of touches.

._.^and.Jreaeher.-..;„.-^'.,i.«*>8»-^.n»».—
Mr. Smith’s recent piano compositions are exceedingly attractive.
His exercises in scale playing are also interesting and valuable.
Wm. H. Sherwood.

Prom J. H, BAm, Director Detroit Conservatory
of Music.
.
'
The exercises in scale playing by Wilson G. Smith have been
practically tested in the piano classes at the Conservatory. It is the
general opinion that they are of unusual merit and value. In.
several instances the expressions of approval go to the extent of
clawing the studies as not only useful but indispensable in eerteia
cases and grades. I beg to Bay from personal knowledge and with
no disposition toward extravagant commendation that the studies
fill a space peculiarly their own, and in my. judgment it is only a
question of time when they will come to be generally regarded as
veritable'‘little classics.’,’
“
J H. Hahn.

From CHICAGO MUSICAL REVIEW.
“These are in the form1 of short thematic fitudes, each figure
being separated for special practice Id sequence order. Considerable
ingenuity is shown in the variety of arrangements, the thirty-nine
exercises being variations of the ascending or descending major
scale. Explanatory footnotes accompany each exercise.”

From EHIL EIEBEING, Concert Pianist and Com-

: 'poster.
Smith’s “SpeciafflcaleExercises”have interested ine-very much;
they will materially assist in developing a correct rendition of the
scales. The novelty of the exercises will invest an otherwise much,
dreaded study with new interest. I will be pleased to use them.
Emil Lieblinq.

Prom JAMES H. ROGERS, Pianist and Composer.
The new. scale exercises of Mr. Wilson G. Smith are without,
question a most valuable addition tothe list of available piano studies.
They are cleverly and ingeniously constructed, and are certain to
stimulate pupils to renewed interest in technical work; especially, of
course, with reference to a smooth, even, and fluent scale.
'
- James S. Rogers.
Cleveland, August 21,1893.

Prom ARTHUR FOOTE, Composer and Pianist.
Many thanks for' the “ Scalp Studies.” I shall use them in my
teaching, for thew are really of great help in just the way you
intended them. They are ingenious and thoughtfully worked out,
and I congratulate you upon accomplishing a really difficult thing.
•
”
Arthur Foote.
Boston, August 20,1883.
,■.■■■■■
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a) The mark _ signifies a slight accent; the p
in the left hand, taking care not to mingle
b) Caniabile with singing tone; this is best pr
striking-combined with a flexible wrist.

C)Turn the 5th finger under the 4th,' amd «nd

•the body.
d) Turn the 4th under the 3rd, with the sam
* B “sharp* or “natural^ according to taste.
‘

'

-•

Copyright 1893 by

a) Use the pedal from here with each n$
b) Pass the 4th finger over 5th.
Solitude 4 .

a)Play the staccato, octave with high wrist
accent, b) Pedal used as on .first page.
Solitude 4

«?!

I, The “Principal Theme” contains two perio
sixth measure, which must be emphasized
a Small fingers may play this chord wit
give a sharp accent with the left handy^

Copyright 1
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II. The Secondary Theme” is lyric in characte
t6uch, producing thequality of a violin ton
each measure, but otherwise accompanies
measures, which have to be well accentuat
Valse
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Romantique 3.
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form of technique and nuance of touch is to be made
Subservient to that end. The rare combination of prac¬
tical insight and lofty purpose exemplified in this
“ method of methods,’’ and the originality of-it8 con¬
ception and execution, challenge unqualified admiration.

TEXT-BOOKS
BY

LUDWIG BUSSLEFL
Any of the following will be sent for inspection to
teachers contemplating their adoption for their classes.
1. Elementary Harmony: A Practical and Thor¬
ough Course, adapted for Public or Private
Teaching and Self-Instruction. • Translated
from the second German edition- by Dr. Th.
Baker. Cloth............net, $1 00
2. Elements of Harmony and Notation, with 85
Exercises. Translated from the fifth revised
and enlarged edition by Dr. Th. Baker ' .
Cloth.......net, 1 25
These two little works go hand in hand; In the fornler the
pnpil becomes practically acquainted with all the harmonies, in
?a«y succession, by reading, playing, singing, and writing them;
In the latter, the theory ornotation, explainin^the notes, signs,
common graces, eto., and the structure of the chords is fully-set
forth. Either inlay, of course, be used separately."

3. Harmonic Exercises at the Pianoforte, for Be¬
ginners and Advanced Pupils. Translated
by Dr. Th. Baker. Cloth...net, 1 00
The atm of these exercises is “to supplement and further
pianoforte instruction through a simple empirical method. . . . ■
The practical performance of the pnpil at the instrument is the
sole object.’! An excellent introduction, for young pupils, to the
study of harmony.

BUSSLER-COKNELL. Theory and Practice of
Musical Form, for Instruction in Composition
both in Private and in Classes. Cloth.....net, 2 00
A lucid and compendious exposition of the form-element ip
music, from rudimentary rhythms up to the perfected sonata arid
rondo form. A work highly to be recommended to advanced
and earnest students of harmony and counterpoint.
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These Songs are' considered to be the finest work ever produced by
this Eminent Composer.
Paper Cdver, $1.50.

Cloth, $2.00. .
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CJJTTATA. FOR CHILDREN,

«THE SWEETEST SONG,”

By J. L. ROECKEL.
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SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. ■n.
A collection of Solos for all voices from standard works. All in orig¬
inal keys, with original accompaniments.
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After these explanations,
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90
- Schubert. Op. 54. impromptu and March; for concert use,
arranged by x. Seharwenka.....l oo
Seis«, I. Op. 2, No. 3. Bomance in G min. 25
T Umann. Gavotte No. i in D...
50
Gavotte No. 2 in A min. 60
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Cramer. Thirty-two Select Studies (progressive). Edited by
o. Kuhner. (Br. Edition, 1417). 160
Kuhner. Etude-School. Twelve Books, each. 150
Mobr, II. Op. 66. Melodic studies (medium difficult). Three
Books, each.net 60
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_
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Herbert-, V. No. 1. Fly Away....
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No. 4. My Heart is True.
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Meyer, J. E.
Minstrel’s Love Song. 50
Bemembrance.~........ 60
Strong, T. No. l. How Fair the Night....m..
40
No. 2. By Chance.
60
No. 3. Misunderstanding ...
26
No. 4. To One Who...
25
No 6- If.- 40
Stricken, Von tier. When in Fullest Bloom..
30
That Hour Shall Blest. 30
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Sonata Consists mostly of th

Classics for young people are, necessarily, of a different grade
from-i hose offered-to matured minds. It is often—tatroften—the^
case that the “Classics'- presented for the young performer are of
the dryeaf, character, and the student absorbs the idea that good
music must be dull. In preparing this’collection the requirements
of youthful minds has been the principal object -in view, and the
selection of-works of living-and-dead twriters-has -been-inade^ to'
prove that music of an advanced standard can be pleasing as well as
usefhl In the formation of a correct and pure musical taste. The
names of Chopin, Beethoven, Gounod, Schumann, Wagner, Bern- ' '
ecke, Scharwenka, Lichner, Bohm, Lange, Loeschhorh, Bachmann,.
Glllet, Gurlltt, and Low .are a guarantee of the variety of style, as
well as solidity of character, of the music contained In this col¬
lection. We ieel assured the work is not equaled by any book of
corresponding grade.
Classic Piano 8oJos for Young People is, printed from plates, en¬
graved expressly for this work, on a fine quality of toned music paper
and is attractively bound (with an excellent portrait of X. Scharwenka)
in two styles. A critical comparison with other works of similar char¬ ’
acter will firmly establish our claims of superiority. We print the
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finished artist. Its digtingnishing characteristics
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in technieal'work, with the resultant rapid and thorough
development; the application of accents, thus
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touchthat leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity
practice that secures the necessary facility and
speed of execution. All of which is applied to
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still
dependent upon some other system of technics to
add to their present stock the particular part of
Mason’s System which they happen to need.
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly
in their estimation of the relative value of the
four elements in Mason’s System, ^md the publi¬
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable
every one to select the particular part he desires.
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬
plied to Exercises hr now so generally recognized
by all teachers and virtuosi that ever^book of
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer
of the principle, no application of it has been so
ingenious and thorough as his.
This work is a wholly new exposition of-the
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher
and a virtuosLby the Grace of God.
We have never offered teachers more valuable
works than these.
i
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degree less develope
the fearful career of passion, it falls in deathly lassitude,
. orator can expound fr
to break off in a last violent effort of strength.
structs^with the tone
(6) Elterlein regards unspeakable pain, cutting agony
this chaos of a still
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single scene, but loses
adagio the inner suffering appears restrained, repressed ;
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real meaning is a far
find vent; a whirlwind of emotion rages in the heart.
Ab out of the rumbling depths of a volcano the grewsome demons rise from the crater of the heart with con¬
vulsive contortions. The soul struggles fiercely with
powers of darkness. But she does not succumb-—dis¬
THE PEDA
enthralling humor glances OTjt in a few passages. The
■composer’s spirit has given free way to his tears, and
BY
thus thrown off the spell.
(7) In the eleventh annual volume of the Neue
Players possessing
Berliner Musikzeiiung there is an article, by F. F. can use . the pedal m
Weber on this sonata. We quote: Beethoven, in this any tone-finger, in o
sonata, represents dream-scenes which take place amid major keys and more
external, visible Nature. Were we to stand in the hush
Such players can
of night amidst luxuriant vegetation, and did there then rapid tone-figures as
approach us, step by step, the natural essences which sufficient to make a s
fill the cells well riigh to bursting, and in which the overpowers the one p
vegetable world surrounds us with its living embrace, so in moments of the gr
that our sense should be finally quite absorbed in the must not be carried to
noiseless yet unremitting activity of the busy vegetable
In large rooms mor
life round about us, that shows ip the least leaflet the than in small rooms,
full intensity of its power; and should the spirits of this cipal tones are struck
process of Nature .continually obtrude themselves upon
The construction o
us, neither withheld nor to be driven away by any means ence upon the use of
whatsoever, only occasionally betraying their sublime^ Tbepedal is not al
spirituality by a shy starting back at some sound—no
1. With tones whic
actual sound, but a dream-sound imagined in the shell
2. Likewise after s
of our own ear—were we to experience this, we should
8. To prolong th
then stand as Beethoven fancied himself standing rests which are inten
vf fen writing the last movement of hiB sonata in C#4. With the slow n
miior.'
to the same chord
(8) In the fourth annual volume of the Berlin music6 With slow scal
journal, Echo No.. 43, is an article by Peter Cor¬ scales if the peer’s
nelius, on the O# minor sonata, in which he compares
6. In quickfempo
the first movement to a majestic Gothic,cathedral, whose
7. When the finest
inviting chimes guide seeking believers on their path
8. In slow practice
through the, wilderness to its' sacred inclosure. All pain the pedal iB only allo
floats upward therein in pious prayer, and is resolved in
the harmony of a blessed spirit-world. In the Becond
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and musicians hav
We have issued some easier music for cabinet and successful .e
organs. Our purpose is to issue a complete School for publisher has tried
Reed Organ Playing. Each grade will have a set of thousands of worth
studies, and a suitable set of pieces in sheet form. musical centers,
Mr. Landon has charge of this work and is giving methods of the m
his best attention to it. Thus far we have only , country...
issued the studies of the first grade and five pieces
4
belonging to it. On the second grade not so much
Landon’s “ Ree
has yet been issued; two pieces only are ready ;
ing
the standard w
others will follow. The names of the pieces are as
follows: “The Dancing Lesson,” by Lichner; Its success has be
first, and its sales a
“ Oh the Playground,” by Lichner.
who once use it ar
with each order.
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hie work easy, and
We have no less than eighty-five packages of cessful.
music returned to us, for which we . cannot give
credit. This is all owing to neglect of sender to
Land on’s Writing
place name on the package. We have frequently
advance on anything
called attention to the importance of this matter.
It embodies all of th
If any of our patrons find the statement incorrect
books, and besides th
at end of month, it may be owing to this return
features that are ne
music not being credited, i h • only thing to be
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t Is j ossil
done now to .adjust the account is for the party to
l I • ifcive, a
v
send us the names of a few of the-pieces returned.
There are frequent
If a book happened to be in package that will
irhick will show, the
serve as a clue to identity;
The remaining grades, YIII, IX, X, are well under
way.
The next following grade will soon be
issued, and advance orders can now be booked at
25 cents. Send in your order before it is too late.
The course is fast taking the place of all other
studies.
They contain the Cream of the best
writers of piano studies. We hear nothing but
good reports wherever they are introduced.
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We have issued a very useful little pamphlet,
octavo size, by Mrs. A. T. Abbott, for very baok*'

ness; . No pupil can
without ‘".’i afterwa
as, the letters on, a
values, and lengths o
conceivable way in

ing the last twenty-five years Gounod was the most
promising^as showing the greatest eombination of ster¬
ling science, beauty of idea, freshness of fancy, _and
individuality. Before a line of 4 Sappho ’ was written
certain sacred compositions and some exquisite settings
of French verse had made it clear to some of the acutest
judges and profoundest musicians living that in him, at
last, something true and new had come—may I not say
the most poetical of French musicians that has till now
written ? ”
Besides the operas named he wrote eight that did not
achieve popularity. The masters who most influenced
him were Schumann, Mendelssohn, Weber, and Wagner.
He was the composer of a comic opera founded on
Moli6rd’s “ Mddecin Malgre Lui,” presented in London
by the English Opera Company. But all these were
preparations for the supreme work which burnt upon
the . world in the spring of 1869, and carried the name of
Gounod to the four quarters of the civilized world. It is
sometimes urged as a sort of reproach to Gounod that
he never afterward" equaled the supreme achievement
of his first great work, as though one could write
“ Fausts ” every day. That was ms ripened fruit, and
even had hie career ended at this point his place among
the world’s great masters would be secured. Surely it
is enough for any man to have given the final and ac-'
cepted musical expression to that great drama of hu¬
manity over which the composers of every nation have
toiled in vain. “Critics may rave if they like,” wrote
the German Moscheles after hearing “ Faust ” in Leipsic
and Dresden, about the mutilation of Goethe’s master¬
piece. In Gounod I hail a real composer.”
4‘There is one great French composer upon many of
whose compositions the world had ample time to pass
judgment, and actually has passed judgment, with no
uncertain voice; a composer to whose genius the French
school is mainly indebted for the high position it has
maintained, since the death of those who had long been
looked npon as ita most efficient supporters, and whoBe
earnestness of intention has been the means of infusing
into it a reality, which is not likely to be soon forgotten.
M. Charles Franqois Gounod has never given to the
world one single composition, great or Bmall, which
does not hear witness to the earnestness of his desire to
do honor to the art he loves; and, in the presence of
power like his, earnestness means a great deal and has
effected a great deal. The catalogue of hiB workB is a
long one. Let ushope it may grow very much longer
before the day on which one of the brightest ornaments
of the French school considers himself entitled to repose
on his laurels.”
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